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QUESTIONS

1. W hich few of these "slices" are the most important, enduring Brand expressions which
you want to use consistently and not mess with? (Put these on Equity Statement).

2. W hich other "slicetl' *il,| you proactively manage to ensure consistent expression
across touchpoints? W hich "slices" will you ignore in favor of focusing on more
important "slices"?

3. w hat opportunities to build equity are you not taking advantage of today?



Brand Equity Creation and Management
Proposed Best Practices
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AII Brands should create the following three key Brand Equity Creation and Management documents:

l. Brand Equity Statement - Highest level Brand Equity creatior/management tool which captures a Brand,s
few most important and most enduring equity decisions. Should rarely change. Should be understood by
everyone who influences the expression of the Brand to consumers (e.g. - R&D, Design, Marketing,
Agency partners, etc.). Should include both:
o "Internal Strategic Choices" on Overall Equity, Benefit, RTB (optional), and Brand Character; ando "Eouities which Con xecutixqurues wnlcn Lonsumers bxpenence" (.tormerll/ called "Executional Equities,'): The few elements

consumers'experience which represent the most important, enduring translation of the internal stratesi

ience"
ion of the internal strategic

choices into consumer experiences with a Brand. For McDonald's this might be the Golden Arches,
Red,/Yellow Colors, Happy Meals, Ronald lt{cDonald, and "We Love To See You Smile" tagline.

See attached Brand Equity statement Template anrl Huggies example.

2. Brand Identitv Guidelines -- A booklet or intranet site, r-u'hich provides details on how a Brand will be
represented in relevant areas on the "Choice Wheel" at a point in time. Typically includes colors,
textures, etc. Should include details on how selected Equify Elements will be represented (e.g. - how
will/won't McDonald's arches be shown). May also include details on elements which are not enduring
enough to be considered Equities, but which should be presented consistently across plan elements at a
point in time (e.g. - what fonts will/won't be used in McDonald's print materials). tiris ls where Design
decisions are articulated. Should not change frequently. but will require updating more often than the
Brand Equity Template.

3. Cornmunication Strategy (previously called "Copy Strategy") -- This document takes the Benefit, RTB
(if a Brand has a RTB Equity), and the Brand Character Equities from the Equity Statement and
translates them into more focused, more precise strategies for what Agency Creatives should. execute in
marketing communications at a given point in time. Communication Strategies may be written for'a
particular form in a Brands' line-up (e.g.- Tide wlBleach) and include specific competitive claims.
Like Brand Identity Guidelines, Communication Strategies should not change frequently, but vriil likely
require updating more frequently than the Brand Equity Statement. Where brands have more than one
communication strategy, a Strategic Matrix should be used to capture them all in one document.

For specific creative development projects (e.g. - a print ad, website, or intro TV spot),
Communication/Creative Briefs should also be written. These would identify the specific
communication stritegy to be used on a particular project and include it verbatim in ttre Brief.

In addition, Brands should use the "Equity Building -- Choice Wheelt' as a key reference tool.

"Equity Building - Choice Wheel" -- Reference tool which can help us:
o Explore the full range of possibilities for bringing our "Internal Strategic Equity Choices" to life for

consumers; and
o Make choices about (1) which "slices" are important and enduring enough ta be captured on the

Brand Equity Statement in the "Equities which Consumers Experience" section; (2) which "slices"
are not important/enduring enough to be considered Equities, but we still want to put some effort
against to ensure consistent delivery across touchpoints; and (3) which "slices" we will put no effort
against in favor of focusing on other, more important "slices".

This is a reference tool and not something a Brand would "fill out". See attached "Equity Building
Choice Wheel".
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GLOBAL BRAND EQUITY TEMPLATE
(Should be owned by Global Franchise Manager)

ic Tarqet: Group of consumers wh
rme Hrospect withan stratqqic Target: Su.bset(s) within your Strategic Target with highest potential for growth
d with whom you have a right to succeed
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and crisp idea that captures
what you want Brand to stand

for in the target's heart and mind
versus competition.

Benefit Equities - Few most important benefits which serve as
building blocks toward the Overall Equity. Should both include
Points-of-Parity and Points-of-Difference./ Reason To Believe Equities (optional) - Reason-To-Betieve onty if a \

Brand has an RTB with pedigree and long-term stature (many won't).
Brand Gharacter - The unique long-term personality, image or attitude of the Brand.
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Ii Bringing Equity Ghoices To Life
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Rationale:
Strateqic TargeUPrime Prospect Rationale:

a

Equity Rationale:
a

a
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(formerly called "Executional Equities")

The few brand elements consumers experience across touchpoints which have long-term stature,
proven in market pedigree, 

""0;:""l;"T:[ffiff;'t;i"ff::J*iili" Brand and which you want to

See "Equity Building Choice Wheel" for range of possibilities to consider and choose few that are- important and enduring enough to be considered Equities.




